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= a uniquely human behavior to 
communicate intentions, express 
feelings, and ask questions by 
means of moving the jaws, the lips, 
and the tongue in a controlled way 

speaking 



speaking 

 seems to be an automatic process 
that runs without special attention 

in fact, however, speaking is one of 
the most complex behavioral skills 
that requires cognitive resources 
such as attention, working memory, 
and executive control 



 8-12 phonemes per second 
 3-4 syllables per second 
 120-180 words per minute 
 7,200-10,800 words per hour 
 etc. 

→ rarely any speech errors 

speaking 



"They misunderestimated me."  
—Bentonville, Ark., Nov. 6, 2000 

speech errors: “accidents of the mind” 

⇒  morphemes as independent units of representation in the 
mental lexicon 

⇒  experimental evidence for morphological processing during  
speech production planning (Bien et al., 2005; Zwitserlood et al.,  
2000; Koester & Schiller, 2008 & submitted) 



Henk Blok  
(Radio 538) 

11 februari 2004 

De Amerikaanse tennissterren Serena 
Williams en Anna Koernikova hebben 
de afgelopen tijd niet stil gezeten. Ze 
zijn vanaf vandaag te zien in [de] 
traditionele bakpad … bak … 
badpakeditie van het tijdschrift Sports 
Illustrated. Het nummer met de 
sportsterren in strakke badpakken 
wordt ieder jaar verreweg het best 
verkocht. 

speech errors: “accidents of the mind” 



 "You have hissed all my mystery lessons. 
  I saw you fight a liar in the back quad, 
  and in fact tasted the whole worm. 
  I must insist that you leave by the next  
  town drain." 

William Archibald Spooner  
(1844–1930) 

speech errors: “accidents of the mind” 



speech production 

  stimulus → speech planning → response 

[stul] 

600 ms 



semantically related 

tafel 

picture naming with distractor  



unrelated 

picture naming with distractor 

boek 
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Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt (1990) 



phonologically related 

stoep 

picture naming with distractor  



phonological facilitation 
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time course of semantic interference 

0 ms -150 ms 

tafel 

time 



0 ms +150 ms 

stoep 

time 

time course of phonological facilitation 

stoep 



time course of speech planning 

semantics object 
recognition 

SOA 

syntax phonology 

distractor orthography/ 
phonology 

[stul] 

syntax and 
semantics 



time course of speech planning 

semantics object 
recognition 

SOA 

syntax phonology 

distractor orthography/ 
phonology 

[stul] 

syntax and 
semantics 

distractor orthography/ 
phonology 

syntax and 
semantics 



model of language production (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) 



(after Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994) 

phonological encoding 



self-monitoring 

monitoring for /l/ 

hitch hiker  
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position of phoneme in the word 

l i f t e r 

Wheeldon & Levelt (1995) 

time course of phonological encoding 



Van Turennout et al. (1997) 

time course of segmental encoding 



right hand 
object 

left hand 
animal 

 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) [tafəl] (tafel) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

time course of segmental encoding 



right hand 
object 

left hand 
animal 

 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) [tafəl] (tafel) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

time course of segmental encoding 



 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) [tafəl] (tafel) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

go 
word-initial /t/ 

no go 
word-initial /s/ 

time course of segmental encoding 



 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) [tafəl] (tafel) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

go 
word-initial /t/ 

no go 
word-initial /s/ 

time course of segmental encoding 



Van Turennout et al. (1997) 

time course of segmental encoding 



time course of segmental encoding 



40 ms 

Van Turennout et al. (1997) 

time course of segmental encoding 



 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

go 
word-final /r/ 

no go 
word-final /n/ 

[sxar] (schaar) 

time course of segmental encoding 



 [tɑIɣər] (tijger) 

 [spIn] (spin) [sxun] (schoen) 

go 
word-final /r/ 

no go 
word-final /n/ 

[sxar] (schaar) 

time course of segmental encoding 



120 ms 

Van Turennout et al. (1997) 

time course of segmental encoding 



(after Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994) 

phonological encoding 



time course of metrical encoding 

 method: implicit picture naming 
 - participant has to press a button when 
 a) the picture name has initial stress or 
 b) the picture name has final stress 



LEPEL 

/l/1,/e/2,/p/3,/ə/4,/l/5 
ʹ′σ σ 

ω 

ʹ′σ σ 

/ l ʹ′e.p ə l / 

response: button-press 
task: press button if initial stress 



LIBEL 

/l/1,/i/2,/b/3,/ə/4,/l/5 
σ ʹ′σ 

ω 

σ ʹ′σ 

/ l i.b ʹ′ə l / 

response: no button-press 
task: press button if initial stress 



LEPEL 

/l/1,/e/2,/p/3,/ə/4,/l/5 
ʹ′σ σ 

ω 

ʹ′σ σ 

/ l ʹ′e.p ə l / 

response: no button-press 
task: press button if final stress 



LIBEL 

/l/1,/i/2,/b/3,/ə/4,/l/5 
σ ʹ′σ 

ω 

σ ʹ′σ 

/ l i.b ʹ′ə l / 

response: button-press 
task: press button if final stress 



picture names 

with initial stress              with final stress 

boter banjo banaan balkon 

kano dokter citroen garnaal 

robot pleister konijn portret 



time course of metrical encoding 
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artiSJOK 

TOren toMAAT 

asPERge 
* 
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time course of metrical encoding 





preparation of 
a participant 
in the EEG 
laboratory 





200 

- 4 mV 

•  go/nogo task 

•  response inhibition 
  during nogo  
  => frontal negativity 

•  maximum of nogo-go 
  difference indicates 
  when sufficient  
  information has been 
  processed to  
  distinguish between  
  go and nogo 

N200 in language processing 



475 ms 
533 ms 

Δ=58 ms 

Schiller (2006) 



model of speech production (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, BBS, 1999) 



Schiller et al. (1996) 

syllable frequency distribution 



The mental syllabary 

Levelt & Wheeldon (Cognition, 1994) 

=> word naming experiments 

method: symbol – word association 

e.g. )))))) – constant 
%%%%%% – neutraal 
>>>>>> – cider 
"""""" – tarbot 



%%%%%% 



%%%%%% 

response: “neutraal” 



"""""" 



"""""" 

response: “tarbot” 



)))))) 



)))))) 

response: “constant” 



>>>>>> 



>>>>>> 

response: “cider” 



syllable frequency effect 
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Levelt & Wheeldon (Cognition, 1994) 



syllable monitoring effect 

Wheeldon & Levelt (JML, 1995) 

internal monitoring experiment 

method: translation – (tacit) naming 

virgins – maagden /maɣ.dən/ 
   thin – mager   /ma.ɣər/ 



maagden 

task: press the button if the target /maɣ/ is in the translation 
response: button-press 



task: press the button if the target /mak/ is in the translation 
response: no button-press 

maagden 



task: press the button if the target /ma/ is in the translation 
response: button-press 

maagden 



syllable monitoring effect 
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(Wheeldon & Levelt, JML, 1995) 



syllable match effect 
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(Mehler et al., JVLVB, 1981) 



failure to replicate the syllable match effect 

Content et al. (LPC, 2001) 
=> failure to obtain the syllable effect in general; 
"the syllable effect is limited to stimuli with liquid  
 pivotal consonants, and ... it was only apparent 
 in the slowest participant subgroup ... in blocked 
 conditions." (p. 631) 



failure to replicate the syllable match effect 

(Content et al., LCP, 2001) 



failure to replicate the syllable match effect 

(Content et al., LCP, 2001) 



syllable priming effect 

 Ferrand et al. (1996, 1997) 
 -> if syllables are units in the 

output phonology of the speech 
production process, then it should 
be possible to prime them 

 method: word & picture naming 



######### 

forward mask: 500 ms 



ca####### 

prime: 29 ms 



######### 

backward mask: 14 ms 



response: ca.rotte 



######### 

forward mask: 500 ms 



car###### 

prime: 29 ms 



######### 

backward mask: 14 ms 



response: ca.rotte 



######### 

forward mask: 500 ms 



car###### 

prime: 29 ms 



######### 

backward mask: 14 ms 



response: car.table 



######### 

forward mask: 500 ms 



ca####### 

prime: 29 ms 



######### 

backward mask: 14 ms 



response: car.table 



picture naming in French 

Ferrand et al. (JML, 1996) 



failures to replicate 

• Dutch (Schiller, 1998) 



picture naming in Dutch 
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word naming in Dutch 

(Schiller, JML, 1998) 



failures to replicate 

• Dutch (Schiller, 1998) 
•  English (Schiller, 1999, 2000) 



picture naming in English 
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failures to replicate 

• Dutch (Schiller, 1998) 
•  English (Schiller, 1999, 2000) 
•  French (Bonin et al.; Brand et al., 2002) 



picture naming in French 
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word naming in French 
(Brand et al., JML, 2002) 



failures to replicate in 

• Dutch (Schiller, 1998) 
•  English (Schiller, 1999, 2000) 
•  French (Bonin et al.; Brand et al., 2003) 

syllable priming effect 



Is priming tapping the wrong level? 



priming vs. preparation 

in both priming and preparation, form relatedness speeds 
up word production; however, priming and preparation 
affect different aspects of word planning 

  priming speeds up spell-out of information from 
memory, such as segmental spell-out 

is priming tapping the wrong level? 

methodological aspects 



model of speech production (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, BBS, 1999) 

priming 



priming vs. preparation 

in both priming and preparation, form relatedness speeds 
up word production; however, priming and preparation 
affect different aspects of word planning 

  priming speeds up spell-out of information from 
memory, such as segmental spell-out 
  preparation reflects the advance construction of a 
phonological word representation (and syllabary access) 

is priming tapping the wrong level? 

methodological aspects 



model of speech production (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, BBS, 1999) 

preparation 



is it possible to find a preparation effect for syllables 
by means of the form preparation paradigm 
independent of the segmental preparation? 

research question 



single - loner 

place - local 

fruit  - lotus 

form preparation paradigm 



place  



place - local 



single  



single - loner 



fruit  



fruit  - lotus 



single - loner 

place - local 

fruit  - lotus 



preparation effect at the beginning of words 

(Meyer, JML, 1990, 1991) 



crime - murder 

think - ponder 

rock  - boulder 



no preparation effect at the end of words 

(Meyer, JML, 1990, 1991) 



items within one set were all derived from the same verb stem, 
therefore segmental overlap was guaranteed: 

constant   variable 

lei.den (to lead; CVV) ro.ken (to smoke; CVV) 

lei.dde (led; CVV) ROOK.te (smoked; CVVC) 

lei.der (leader; CVV) ro.ker (smoker; CVV) 

lei.dend (leading; CVV) ro.kend (smoking; CVV) 

odd 
man 
out 

 

materials 



under the assumption that the syllable plays a functional role 
 in speech production and is stored in a mental syllabary:  

•  we should find a preparation effect for shared syllables in constant sets 
where the syllable structure can be prepared 

•  we should not find a preparation effect in variable sets because there 
is no implicit knowledge about the appropriate syllabic structure available 
=> this is because the odd man out is expected to spoil the preparation 
effect for the whole set 

•  in case no syllabic units are encoded, there should not be any difference 
in reaction times between constant and variable sets as the segmental 
overlap is identical in both sets 

hypothesis 



4-item set  3-item set 

roken   roken   

rookte   rookte 

roken   roken 

rokend   rokend 

items were presented in a 4- and in a 3-item set  
(i.e. exclusion of the past tense from the 4-item sets) 



staan  -  roken 

stond  - rookte 

staander  - roker 

staande - rokend 

staan  - roken  

staander  - roker 

staande - rokend 

example of a 3-item set example of a 4-item set 



staan  -  leiden 

stond  - leidde 

staander - leider 

staande - leidend  

learning phase 

staan  -  roken 

stond  - rookte 

staander - roker 

staande - rokend  

experimental trial (CVV targets)  



test phase 

staan   staander   stond   staande : “roken” “rookte” “roker” “rokend” 

experimental trial (CVV targets)  



data analysis 

in the data analysis, the past tense forms were 
removed from both 4-item sets and the voice 
onset latencies of the remaining three forms were 
compared to those of their corresponding 3-item 
sets 



data analysis 

leiden 

leidde 

leider 

leidend 

leiden 

leider 

leidend 

roken 

rookte 

roker 

rokend 

roken 

roker 

rokend 

4-item set 4-item set 3-item set 3-item set 
variable constant 

exclusion of the odd-man-out 



CVV targets 

   0 

(Cholin, Schiller, & Levelt, JML, 2004) 



data analysis 

in the data analysis, the past tense forms were 
removed from both 4-item sets and the voice 
onset latencies of the remaining three forms were 
compared to those of their corresponding 3-item 
sets 

difference scores (subtraction of the 3-item set 
RTs from the [original] 4-item set RTs) were 
found to be higher for the variable sets relative to 
the constant ones 



     constant                variable 

4-item sets         629 ms      678 ms 

3-item sets     601 ms     593 ms 

  28 ms    85 ms 

57 ms 

difference scores 

effect size 

results 



  

constant   variable 

pra.ten (to speak; CCVV) kla.gen (to complain; CCVV) 

praa.tte (spoke; CCVV) KLAAG.de (complained; CCVVC)  

pra.ter (speaker; CCVV) kla.ger (complainer; CCVV) 

pra.tend (speaking; CCVV) kla.gend (complaining; CCVV) 

odd
man 
out 

 

replication of the first experiment with a different 
syllable structure: CCVV 



CCVV targets 

    0 

(Cholin, Schiller, & Levelt, JML, 2004) 



     constant                variable 

4-item sets         628 ms      669 ms 

3-item sets     589 ms     579 ms 

  39 ms    90 ms 

51 ms 

difference scores 

effect size 

results 



conclusion 

•  first evidence that syllables can be prepared (but not primed) as  
  whole units with the form preparation paradigm 

•  results suggest that speakers use the syllable as a processing unit in  
  speech production and that knowledge about the syllabic structure  
  seems to facilitate the preparation of an utterance 

•  comparing these results with prior syllable priming studies, we  
  conclude that syllables emerge at the interface between  
  phonological and phonetic encoding, with possible access to a  
  mental syllabary  



syllable frequency revival 

 Wilshire & Nespoulous (B & L, 2003) 
 => influence of syllable frequency on the 

phonological errors of two French-speaking 
aphasics 

 task: reading aloud & word repetition 
 materials: 110 word pairs, matched for 

word frequency and syllabic complexity, but 
differing in final syllable frequency 



syllable frequency revival 

 Wilshire & Nespoulous (B & L, 2003) 
  

results: performance not more accurately with HF 
final syllables than with LF final syllables 

 "A [...] plausible interpretation of the absence of 
syllable frequency effects [...] is that this variable has 
no influence on the process of phonological 
encoding" (p. 441) 



syllable frequency revival 

 Aichert & Ziegler (B & L, 2004) 
 => influence of syllable frequency on speech 

production of ten German patients with 
apraxia of speech (AOS) 

 task: word repetition 
 materials: 40 words, matched for word 

frequency and syllabic complexity, but differing 
in initial syllable frequency 



syllable frequency revival 

 Aichert & Ziegler (B & L, 2004) 
  

results: tendency towards more errors on LF than 
HF syllables; this effect became significant when the 
most extreme frequency regions were analyzed 
separately 

  
 "[...] these findings [...] indicate that patients with 

AOS must have access to the syllabary [...]" (p. 153) 
  



syllable frequency revival 

 Cholin, Levelt, & Schiller (Cognition, 2006) 
 => influence of syllable frequency on Dutch 

speech production 

 task: word naming 
 materials: monosyllabic non-words, matched 

for segmental make-up, but differing in syllable 
frequency 

  



8 

syllable frequency effect 



high- vs. low-frequency syllables 
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Cholin, Levelt, & Schiller (Cognition, 2006) 



model of speech production (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, BBS, 1999) 

is access to 
the syllabary 
frequency- 
sensitive? 



•  speaking is largely planned 
•  speaking is a complex cognitive process, with 

several modules fulfilling certain roles 
•  there is evidence that speaking and speech planning 

involve a certain time course 
•  phonological encoding follows such a time course 
•  although segments (phonemes) can be primed, 

syllables cannot; however, there is some evidence 
for a (frequency-sensitive) access to a syllabary 

speaking: from mind to mouth 



thanks for your 
attention! 



papers can be downloaded from 

www.nielsschiller.nl 


